Perception of constant motion has been extensively studied both psychophysically and physiologically, but the human ability to detect dynamic changes in motion, such as rapid speed changes, is only poorly characterized and understood. Yet, perception and representation of such dynamic changes is of strong behavioral relevance, as illustrated by their potential for attentional capture. In the present study, we measured and compared detection thresholds for instantaneous accelerations and decelerations of drifting Gabor patches at different retinal eccentricities. As a main result, we find that detection performance depends strongly on eccentricity. Under foveal viewing conditions, average thresholds were lower for accelerations than for decelerations. However, between 5°and 15°eccentricity, this relation is inverted, and deceleration detection becomes better than acceleration detection. Results of an additional experiment suggest that this can be explained by a fast eccentricity-dependent adaptation effect. Our findings are discussed with special emphasis on their relation to data from neurophysiological experiments.
Introduction
Visual motion perception has always been a key model to explore the relationship between our sensory experience and its underlying neuronal processes (Albright & Stoner, 1995; Burr & Thompson, 2011; Nishida, 2011) . On the one hand, psychophysical studies have characterized the properties of visual motion perception at the subject level (Sekuler, Watamaniuk, & Blake, 2004) . On the other hand, neurobiological experiments have identified the representation of motion at the level of single neurons and neuronal populations, especially in non-human primates (Bradley & Goyal, 2008) . By relating these two approaches to each other, elaborate computational models have been developed for different aspects of neuronal motion processing, e.g. spatiotemporal filtering or adaptation (Clifford & Ibbotson, 2003) .
The most coherent picture has emerged for the perception of uniform motion. One important example is speed discrimination, i.e. the discrimination of two temporally or spatially separated speeds (Brown, 1931; Mandriota, Mintz, & Notterman, 1962; McKee, 1981) . Numerous psychophysical studies have systematically measured this perceptual ability across eccentricities (McKee & Nakayama, 1984) , with different stimuli and base speeds (De Bruyn & Orban, 1988) , and have repeatedly obtained thresholds of 5-10%. Notably, recent electrophysiological experiments by Nover, Anderson, and DeAngelis (2005) were able to relate this psychophysical performance (including its behavior with respect to Weber's law) to the specific response properties and spatial distribution of single neurons in the middle temporal area (MT), a central brain region for motion perception in non-human primates (Born & Bradley, 2005) .
In contrast, the perception of non-uniform motion, for example the detection of speed changes, turned out to be a more difficult issue. Both psychophysical (Gottsdanker, 1956 ) and neurophysiological studies (Price et al., 2005 (Price et al., , 2006 have revealed that the visual system has no direct representation of the amplitude of stimulus accelerations, but needs to infer this information by integrating and comparing speed over time. It has been established that this temporal integration blurs the visibility of speed changes, leading to higher thresholds than for speed discrimination (Mateeff et al., 2000; Werkhoven, Snippe, & Toet, 1992) . Thresholds for speed change detection could not be related to Weber's law (Notterman & Page, 1957) and were obtained within a wide range between 10% and 40% (Haarmeier & Thier, 2006; Hick, 1950; Notterman & Page, 1957; Schmerler, 1976; Snowden & Braddick, 1991; Werkhoven, Snippe, & Toet, 1992) . Moreover, several aspects of speed change detection are not yet explored or inconsistent across studies, hampering the development of a coherent model. First, inconsistent results have been obtained comparing the detection of positive (''accelerations'') and negative (''decelerations'') speed changes. While some studies revealed lower thresholds for the detection of decelerations (Gottsdanker, 1961; Gottsdanker, Frick, & Lockard, 1961; Hohnsbein & Mateeff, 2002; Schmerler, 1976) , others indicate lower thresholds for acceleration detection (Bex, Bedingham, & Hammett, 1999) . Some studies did not find any difference in the detection threshold for both types of speed change (Haarmeier & Thier, 2006; Hick, 1950) , or report a difference that is dependent on the axis of motion (Calderone & Kaiser, 1989) . Interpretation of these results is difficult because of inconsistent definitions of the amplitude of positive and negative speed changes. As previously shown by Schmerler (1976) , detection performance is best predicted by the ratio of a speed change, but several subsequent studies used different definitions of this ratio.
Second, speed change detection has mainly been studied for non-stationary stimuli, i.e. stimuli moving across the whole visual field (Brouwer, Brenner, & Smeets, 2002; Calderone & Kaiser, 1989; Gottsdanker, 1961; Gottsdanker, Frick, & Lockard, 1961; Haarmeier & Thier, 2006; Hick, 1950; Notterman & Page, 1957; Werkhoven, Snippe, & Toet, 1992) . To relate psychophysical performance to neuronal activity requires, at least in a first approach, a stationary reference, corresponding to the receptive fields of neurons in MT or primary visual cortex (V1), which are confined to small subregions of the visual field.
Third, and most importantly, no study has ever examined speed change detection systematically across different eccentricities, despite marked differences in visual processing between fovea and periphery (Johnston & Wright, 1985; Pointer & Hess, 1989; Rovamo, Franssila, & Näsänen, 1992) . Previous studies presented stimuli either at a constant eccentricity (Hohnsbein & Mateeff, 2002) , or have shown stimuli in the periphery of the visual field without controlling for eye position (Brouwer, Brenner, & Smeets, 2002; Calderone & Kaiser, 1989; Gottsdanker, 1961; Gottsdanker, Frick, & Lockard, 1961; Hick, 1950; Notterman & Page, 1957; Schmerler, 1976) . This gap in the literature is surprising, as many aspects of motion perception have been shown to deteriorate with eccentricity, e.g. absolute motion thresholds (Tynan & Sekuler, 1982) or speed discrimination (McKee & Nakayama, 1984; Orban et al., 1985) . In addition, absolute motion is perceived slower under peripheral compared to foveal viewing conditions (Brown, 1931; Diener et al., 1976; Johnston & Wright, 1986; Tynan & Sekuler, 1982) , and constantly moving stimuli in the periphery appear to decelerate or even stop within a viewing time of less than a second (Campbell & Maffei, 1979 Cohen, 1965; Hunzelmann & Spillmann, 1984; Lichtenstein, 1963; MacKay, 1982; Runeson, 1974) . Interestingly, it has never been explored how these perceptual effects relate to adaptational processes and how they interfere with the detection or discrimination of physical motion.
The present study was hence designed to systematically explore the ability of human subjects to detect instantaneous speed changes of drifting Gabor patches across a range of eccentricities. Our results show that both, detection thresholds and the specific relation of acceleration and deceleration detection depend significantly on eccentricity. The discussion of our psychophysical data includes the proposal of a neurophysiological mechanism that could account for the findings by means of an adaptational process.
Methods

Subjects
Ten subjects (six male, mean age 28.5 years) volunteered in the study and gave their written informed consent. They were informed about the purpose of obtaining perceptual thresholds for speed changes of different amplitude, but with the exception of three subjects including authors A.T. and D.W., subjects were naive with respect to the exact design of the experiments. Normal or corrected-to-normal vision was tested prior to the study by means of the Freiburg Visual Acuity Test (Bach, 1996) . All experimental procedures were approved by the local authorities and were in accordance with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki).
Visual stimulation
Stimuli consisted of drifting Gabor patches with a spatial frequency of 1 cyc/deg, enveloped by a Gaussian function with r = 0.75°. The modulation amplitude was 10 cd/m 2 around a background luminance of the screen of 10 cd/m 2 , representing nominally 100% Michelson contrast. Stimuli were generated on a Pentium computer with an Nvidia Quadro NVS graphics card, and displayed on a 22 in. gamma-corrected CRT monitor (NEC MultiSync FE2111SB, NEC Display Solutions, Munich, Germany) with a resolution of 1280 Â 1024 px at 100 Hz refresh rate. Subjects sat 52 cm in front of the screen with the head stabilized by a head-chin rest. Eye movements were measured using a custom-made remote videooculography system with a CCIR Monochrome Camera (DMK 83 Micro/C, The Imaging Source, Bremen, Germany).
Paradigm
We carried out five variations of a detection task to identify perceptual thresholds and reactions times (RT) for instantaneous positive and negative speed changes of different amplitude. In Experiments 1-4, stimuli were presented foveally and at 5°, 10°, and 15°eccentricity on the right horizontal meridian, respectively ( Fig. 1A) . All gratings had a horizontal orientation, and motion was orthogonal to this orientation in an upward direction. In line with previous studies on the peripheral perception of gratings (Green, 1983; Hilz & Cavonius, 1974) , motion and motion direction were clearly visible at all tested eccentricities using stimuli with maximum, i.e. nominally 100% contrast. Each trial started with the presentation of a 0.2°Â 0.2°fixation spot at the center of the screen. Subjects were required to start fixation within the following 1.5 s. Subsequently, a Gabor patch with a base speed of 3.3 deg/s was displayed. Under foveal viewing conditions, the Gabor patch covered the fixation spot during its presentation. After a fixed period of 750 ms, an instantaneous speed change occurred after which the stimulus moved constantly at one of 17 different test speeds for another 750 ms before stimulus offset. Speed steps of 0% and ±5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 25%, 50%, 100%, and 200% were used and represented as Weber fractions, i.e. the lower speed being the reference (Fig. 1B) . For example, a 10% acceleration is given by 3.3 deg/s Ã 1.1 = 3.63 deg/s, whereas a 10% deceleration is given by 3.3 deg/s:1.1 = 3 deg/s. Each of the 17 conditions was repeated 20 times in randomized order. In Experiment 5, speed change detection was measured after variable delays for stimuli presented at 10°eccentricity. Specifically, the motion duration at base speed was randomized and could be 250, 500, 750, 1000, or 1250 ms with an equal probability of 20%. Following the speed change, the motion continued with the new speed for 750 ms. Subjects were instructed to press a hand-held button when detecting a speed change and to withhold a response otherwise. If subjects did not respond within 1750 ms following the speed change the trial was considered a ''miss''. No feedback was given about the correctness of the response. For all experiments, subjects were given an inter-trial interval of 1 s and were offered breaks whenever needed. With the exception of the foveal viewing condition, eye position was measured throughout the trial. A trial was aborted and repeated later in the session whenever eye position exceeded a window of 1.5°. For each of the experiments, we acquired 340 trials in total. With about two to four breaks, completion of a single experiment took about 40-50 min. All subjects took part in each of the five experiments and no more than one experiment was conducted at a single day.
Data analysis
Detection thresholds were obtained by the method of constant stimuli. A subject's raw detection performance was determined by the detection rate, i.e. the percentage of trials in which a speed change was reported, to each of the 17 predefined stimulus values. Individual detection performance was summarized by dividing the data into the eight acceleration and deceleration conditions plus the control condition without speed change. Psychometric functions were fitted using the ''psignifit'' toolbox version 2.5.6 for MatLab (http://bootstrap-software.org/psignifit/), which implements the maximum likelihood method described by Wichmann and Hill (2001) , including a goodness-of-fit analysis. In accordance with the use of the Probit analysis in the vast majority of the literature (cf. Norman et al., 2008) , we fitted a cumulative Gaussian function as psychometric function, with the detection threshold being defined at its inflection point. As a cumulative Gaussian function ranges from zero to one, two additional offset parameters were introduced to account for the possibility of ''guessing'' (detection rates > 0 at 0% speed change) and ''lapsing'' (detection rates < 1 for suprathreshold stimuli). The guessing parameter was fixed at the mean of the two lowest of the 17 detection rates. Lapsing parameters for acceleration and deceleration were set to the mean of the detection rates to 100% and 200% positive and negative speed change, separately.
Reaction times (RTs) were recorded at a temporal resolution of 10 ms and were analyzed as indicator of perceptual salience for suprathreshold speed changes. To prevent high numbers of false positive detections due to very liberal response criteria, subjects were not explicitly instructed to respond as fast as possible. Assuming a minimal RT of 200 ms, trials with responses earlier than 200 ms after the speed change were excluded from analysis, corresponding to 0.51% of all experimental trials. The median plus three median absolute deviations (MAD) was chosen as a robust estimator of the upper distribution limit. With a group average of 950 ms, this limit was in good agreement with previous experience of reaction time distributions (Wegener et al., 2008) . Mean RTs were calculated for each of the 16 speed change conditions by averaging over all subjects and trials in which a change had been detected. Note that below detection threshold, RT measurements are very variable or impossible due to a low or zero detection rate. Accordingly, statistical RT analyses were based on data obtained from conditions between 20% and 200% speed change.
All standard statistical tests and descriptive statistics were performed with MatLab version 7.9 (The MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA). Parametric statistical tests were used to analyze detection thresholds and RTs. SPSS version 19.0 (SPSS: An IBM Company, Chicago, Illinois, USA) was used to calculate corresponding randomized-block design analyses of variance (ANOVA), including within-subject contrasts to test for linear trends. Corrections for multiple comparisons were made using the method of false discovery rates (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) . Analysis of detection rates was performed by applying a logistic regression that takes into account that these are binary data. The analysis was carried out with the R package version 2.15 (R Core Team, 2012) by fitting a general linear model (GLM), which assumes a quasi-binomial error distribution. Since the GLM relies on maximum likelihood estimation, an analysis of deviance (AOD) was performed as the statistical analog to an ANOVA (Venables & Ripley, 2002) . This analysis uses Chi-squared statistics on the difference between the deviance of a constant model and the deviance of a model with subsequently added factors. For descriptive statistics, values in the text and all the figures are the mean ± standard error of the mean (SEM), unless otherwise noted.
Results
We measured thresholds and RTs of 10 subjects using a perceptual task that required detection of instantaneous positive and negative speed changes of drifting Gabor patches. In our four main experiments, stimuli were presented at 0°, 5°, 10°, and 15°eccen-tricity. Speed changes were presented with various sub-and suprathreshold amplitudes and always occurred after a fixed time period during which the stimulus motion was at base speed. In one additional experiment the stimulus was presented at 10°eccentricity, while the duration of the initial period with motion at base speed was varied, using periods of 250, 500, 750, 1000, and 1250 ms. All subjects completed all five experiments. For each experiment, a psychometric function was fitted to the detection rates of each subject for accelerations and decelerations, resulting in a total of 170 psychometric fits. Of these, 159 fits (93.5%) passed a goodness-of-fit test at the 5% level.
Foveal speed change detection
The foveal experiment was conducted to address the capability of the human visual system to detect sub-, near-and supra-threshold speed changes under presumably optimal viewing conditions. Detection rates of each subject were fitted with psychometric functions to obtain detection thresholds for positive and negative speed changes, respectively. Fig. 2A -C illustrates the results of three representative subjects, which cover the range of detection performances that was found under foveal viewing conditions. Speed changes of small amplitude generally elicited low detection rates while speed changes at or above 50% were reliably detected. For intermediate speed changes of 10-25%, detection could be superior for positive speed changes ( Fig. 2A ), without marked difference ( Fig. 2B ), or superior for negative speed changes (Fig. 2C ). The scatter plot in Fig. 2D shows the quantitative distribution of detection thresholds across our study group. If detection was similar for accelerations and decelerations, thresholds would be expected to lie on the diagonal. A majority of seven subjects showed markedly lower thresholds for acceleration detection, and only three subjects showed the opposite effect or no difference. Fig. 3A illustrates average detection rates and psychometric functions at the group level. Psychometric functions were determined by plotting a cumulative Gaussian model with the respective group means of its defining parameters, i.e. threshold, slope, guessing and lapsing rate. Both detection rates and psychometric functions indicated a better average detection performance for accelerations under foveal viewing conditions. To test the dependency of the detection rates on the two factors ''sign of speed change'' (i.e. acceleration versus deceleration, termed ''sign'' in the following) and ''speed step'', we applied an analysis of deviance (AOD). Under foveal viewing conditions (as well as under all peripheral viewing conditions described in the following), we found a highly significant main effect of ''speed step'' (AOD, p < 0.001). However, this analysis did not provide evidence for a significant difference between the detection rates for accelerations and decelerations (p = 0.184). Beside detection rates, we also analyzed detection thresholds, which were obtained by fitting psychometric functions. Under foveal viewing conditions, average thresholds were 19.4 ± 2.3% for positive and 24.8 ± 3.6% for negative speed changes, respectively, but this difference was not significant (paired t-test, p = 0.268).
Peripheral speed change detection
Detection performance at 5°eccentricity was qualitatively and quantitatively similar to the performance under foveal viewing conditions (Fig. 3B) . Again, group psychometric functions indicated superior acceleration detection. An AOD did not show a significant main effect of ''sign'' (p = 0.651), but corresponding to the intersection of the psychometric functions at a speed change of about 15% (Fig. 3B ) there was a significant interaction between factors ''sign'' and ''speed step'' (p = 0.004). Average thresholds were 20.5 ± 2.0% positive and 24.1 ± 3.6% negative speed change, but not significantly different (paired t-test, p = 0.388).
At 10°eccentricity, detection performance for accelerations became worse than for decelerations, primarily for smaller speed change amplitudes (Fig. 3C ). An AOD revealed significantly higher detection rates for decelerations than for accelerations (p < 0.001). Average detection thresholds were 23.8 ± 2.1% for positive and 16.8 ± 3% for negative speed changes, respectively, but as in the experiments at 0°and 5°eccentricity, the difference in thresholds did not reach statistical significance (paired t-test, p = 0.118).
Detection performance at 15°eccentricity is summarized in Fig. 3D . Because of a deceleration detection threshold of more than 3.5 median absolute deviations (MAD) from the group median, one subject was removed from this analysis (for comparison, thresholds were within 2.5 MAD for all other, and within 2 MAD for more than 90% of the subjects and experiments). As for 10°eccentricity, detection performance was better for decelerations at small speed steps and detection rates were higher for decelerations than for accelerations (AOD, p < 0.001). However, despite seemingly superior deceleration detection for small and medium speed steps, large negative speed changes were also occasionally missed by some subjects (Fig. 3D) . Accordingly, we found a significant interaction of factors ''sign'' and ''speed step'' (AOD, p < 0.001). Detection thresholds were 28.6 ± 2.3% for positive and 17.8 ± 3.1% for negative speed changes, with a marginally significant difference (paired t-test, p = 0.051).
Results at the level of single subjects are shown in Fig. 3E . Together with Fig. 2D , it can be seen that individual detection thresholds for instantaneous speed changes are scattered within a range of about 10-40% acceleration or deceleration. Note the systematic shift from top left to bottom right, indicating that part of the overall variability of the data is due to eccentricity. A quantitative analysis of this finding will be presented in the next section.
Comparison of detection across eccentricities
In the previous analyses, the ability to detect positive and negative speed changes was compared separately at each eccentricity.
In the following, detection thresholds will be re-analyzed in order to disentangle systematic effects of eccentricity on acceleration and deceleration detection. Fig. 3F shows the corresponding detection thresholds at 0°, 5°, 10°, and 15°eccentricity. Thresholds for the detection of positive speed changes increased, and thresholds for the detection of negative speed changes decreased with eccentricity, respectively. Notably, between 5°and 10°the relation of detection rates shows an inversion, with higher detection thresholds for accelerations at larger eccentricities. To quantify our results, we conducted a two-factor ANOVA and found a significant interaction between the factors ''eccentricity'' and ''sign'' (F 3,61 = 4.88, p = 0.004). For acceleration detection, a subsequent one-factor ANOVA showed a significant main effect of factor ''eccentricity'' on detection thresholds (F 3,26 = 6.65, p = 0.002). Notably, a highly significant positive linear trend (p < 0.001) indicated that detection thresholds for positive speed changes increased monotonically. For deceleration detection, one-factor ANOVA also showed a significant main effect ''eccentricity'' (F 3,26 = 3.97, p = 0.019), and a significant negative linear trend (p = 0.009), indicating that detection thresholds for negative speed changes decreased with eccentricity.
To corroborate our findings, we analyzed RTs as a second index of perceptual sensitivity. Fig. 4 illustrates RT results for 0°, 5°, 10°, and 15°eccentricity. RTs below threshold, specifically between 0% and 20% speed change, are shown for completeness, but were not included in the following analyses (cf. Section 2.4). RTs decreased monotonically with increasing speed change amplitude. This decrease was highly significant for both accelerations and decelerations at all eccentricities, as revealed by one-factor ANOVAs with the factor ''speed step'' (p < 0.001). Thus, although we did not explicitly instruct our subjects to respond as quickly as possible, RTs of the present study co-vary with detection performance. Under foveal viewing conditions, average RTs were faster for accelerations than for decelerations at all speed change amplitudes (Fig. 4A) . Accordingly, one-factor ANOVAs with factor ''sign'' confirmed significantly shorter RTs for accelerations at 25%, 50%, 100%, and 200% speed change (all p < 0.004, corrected for multiple comparisons). However, a different pattern was observed in the periphery of the visual field (Fig. 4B-D) . On the one hand, RTs became longer for accelerations than for decelerations at 20% and 25% speed change, i.e. around detections thresholds. At 15°eccen-tricity, this result was highly significant at both speed steps (ANOVAs with factor ''sign'', p = 0.013 and p < 0.001, corrected for multiple comparisons). On the other hand, RTs remained shorter for acceleration detection clearly above threshold. Across all eccentricities, differences in RTs at 100% and 200% speed change were highly significant (one-factor ANOVAs, all p < 0.001, corrected for multiple comparisons).
Thus, higher detection rates ( Fig. 3C and D) and shorter RTs around threshold indicate that deceleration detection is superior to acceleration detection in the periphery of the visual field. However, both slightly lower detection rates (Fig. 3D ) and significantly longer RTs also indicate that deceleration detection remains inferior to acceleration detection in peripheral vision when change amplitudes are far above threshold. In Section 4.3, we present a qualitative model that provides a possible explanation of these findings by proposing a short-term eccentricity-dependent adaptational process to underlie speed change detection.
Effects of adaptation
Previous studies have shown that constant motion is perceived to decelerate, especially in the periphery of the visual field (Campbell & Maffei, 1979 Cohen, 1965; Hunzelmann & Spillmann, 1984; Lichtenstein, 1963; MacKay, 1982; Runeson, 1974) . Moreover, Runeson (1974) has shown that physical and perceived speed interact on a phenomenal level to create the perception of constant motion when stimuli in fact accelerate. In the following, we demonstrate that our results are in agreement with that notion. Fig. 5A and B depicts the psychophysical performance of two representative subjects at 10°and 15°eccentricity. As already shown at the group level ( Fig. 3C and D) , detection rates of both subjects were markedly higher for decelerations at small amplitudes of speed change, i.e. between 5% and 25%. However, two additional observations can be made: First, detection rates at 0% speed change were not necessarily the lowest. Even when no speed change occurred, subjects frequently gave a response, indicating that they perceived such a change. Interestingly, as seen in Fig. 5B , the rate of such a perceived speed change could be clearly above the detection rate for small speed changes. Second, smallest detection rates occurred for small accelerations, indicating that these were in fact perceived as constant motion. For a quantitative analysis, we computed the ''minimum of perceptual change'' (MPC) for each subject and experiment as an approximation of the stimulus condition where motion subjectively appeared to be constant (Fig. 5C ). In short, we determined the lowest detection rates for each subject and calculated the mean of all speed change conditions at which this rate had occurred. Under foveal viewing conditions, we obtained an average MPC at about 0% speed change, indicating that perception followed the physically presented speed of the stimulus. However, MPCs were increasingly shifted towards small positive speed changes of about 4-8% for peripheral viewing conditions. A one-factor ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of eccentricity (F 3,26 = 4.95, p = 0.008), with a significant positive linear trend (p = 0.001). This deviation from zero became highly significant at 15°(one-sample t-test, p = 0.002). Thus, our findings indicate that on average, motion was perceived most uniform at small accelerations when stimuli were presented in the periphery of the visual field. Moreover, our results suggest that subjects perceived decrements in speed over the course of a trial, leading to an increased number of false alarms when motion was in fact physically constant. Reductions in perceived speed are a characteristic phenomenon of adaptation in the motion domain (Krekelberg, van Wezel, & Albright, 2006 ). Yet another important property -in fact its functional purpose -is an improved sensitivity to changes, i.e. lower thresholds for the detection or discrimination of small speed differences around the adapting stimulus speed (Bex, Bedingham, & Hammett, 1999; Clifford & Wenderoth, 1999; Hietanen, Crowder, & Ibbotson, 2008) . To explore whether the observed differences in peripheral speed change detection might be related to adaptation processes, we conducted an additional experiment: Speed change detection at 10°eccentricity was measured after different durations of motion at base speed, allowing for a description of both, the temporal dynamics of perceived speed changes and possible differences in detection performance. Fig. 6 shows the results of this experiment. One subject was excluded from this analysis because of a guessing rate above 50% in all five sub-conditions of this experiment. Detection performance of speed changes after 250 ms was superior for accelerations than for decelerations (Fig. 6A) . Average detection thresholds were 32.2 ± 3.6% for positive and 41.9 ± 7.7% for negative speed changes, respectively. After 500 ms base speed duration, acceleration and deceleration detection were similar, with thresholds of 22.6 ± 2.4% and 23.4 ± 4.2%, respectively (Fig. 6B) . For base speed durations of 750, 1000, and 1250 ms, deceleration detection became superior to acceleration detection ( Fig. 6C-E) . Average detection thresholds were 23.7 ± 1.9% versus 18.3 ± 3.4%, 23.0 ± 2.8% versus 16.7 ± 3.5%, and 20.9 ± 2.5% versus 15.7 ± 3.7% for positive and negative speed changes, respectively. An AOD did not show a significant main effect of factor ''sign'' at 250 and 500 ms, but revealed significant main effects at 750, 1000 and 1250 ms (p < 0.001, p = 0.010, and p = 0.008, respectively), i.e. detection rates were significantly higher for decelerations than for accelerations after at least 750 ms base speed duration. As in the previous experiment at 10°eccentricity, paired t-tests did not reveal significant differences of the thresholds.
sec
A comparison of detection thresholds across base speed durations is shown in Fig. 6F . Note that the results of the 750 ms subcondition replicated the results of Experiment 3 with stimulus presentations at 10°eccentricity (inset of Fig. 6F ). Detection performance was found to improve within an interval as short as a few hundred milliseconds. A one-factor ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of factor ''base speed duration'' on thresholds for both acceleration detection (F 4,32 = 3.98, p = 0.010) and deceleration detection (F 4,32 = 12.61, p < 0.001), and highly significant negative linear trends for both conditions (p = 0.004 and p < 0.001, respectively). Marked decrements in threshold occurred mainly between 250 ms and 500 ms. At longer base speed durations, deceleration detection appeared to improve further whereas the effect on acceleration detection was less clear. For a closer analysis, we repeated the ANOVA analysis excluding thresholds at 250 ms duration. For deceleration detection, we found a marginally significant main effect of ''duration'' (F 3,24 = 2.84, p = 0.059) and a significant negative linear trend (p = 0.012) between 0.5 s and 1.25 s. In contrast, neither the main effect (F 3,24 = 0.48, p = 0.700) nor a linear trend (p = 0.458) was significant for acceleration detection. As a consequence, acceleration detection tends to be superior after 250 ms, but becomes inferior to deceleration detection after base speed durations of 750 ms or longer.
RTs across base speed durations were analyzed to corroborate the results obtained from detection rates. In general, RTs at each speed step became markedly shorter for both acceleration detection (Fig. 7A ) and deceleration detection (Fig. 7B ) between 250 ms and 1.25 s. With the exception of the 25% positive speed change condition, one-factor ANOVAs revealed highly significant main effects of ''base speed duration'' on RTs (all p < 0.002), and highly significant negative linear trends (all p < 0.006), confirming an improvement of detection performance over time. Notably, two additional findings were made comparing RTs to accelerations and decelerations of equal amplitude (horizontal comparison between Fig. 7A and B): For speed changes around threshold (20% and 25%), RTs became longer for acceleration detection than for deceleration detection after at least 750 ms base speed duration, supporting their relation in detection rates. On the other hand, RTs remained persistently shorter for accelerations at large, suprathreshold speed changes (100% and 200%) .
Thus, the results of Experiment 5 suggest that a bias towards deceleration detection is not inherent to visual perception at 10°e ccentricity, but rather the result of a process that evolves over time. Therefore, we next explored whether the same is true for the observed changes in perceived speed. Fig. 7C illustrates the minima of perceptual change (MPC) across base speed durations. MPC were consistently shifted towards small positive speed changes of about 4-5% when the base speed duration was at least 750 ms. For a base speed duration of 750 ms, the MPC is almost identical to the corresponding result from our previous experiment at 10°eccentricity. After 1.25 s, this deviation from 0% physical speed change reached statistical significance (one-sample t-test, p = 0.036). In contrast, MPC around zero were obtained for shorter durations. Following our previous argument, this finding suggests that the perceived speed at 10°eccentricity decreases within the first 500-750 ms of constant motion. Conducting a one-factor AN-OVA for MPCs between 0.25 s and 1.25 s confirmed a significant effect of ''duration'' (F 4,32 = 2.89, p = 0.038). Importantly, there was a highly significant positive linear trend (p = 0.003), confirming that shifts in perceived speed build up over a timescale of less than a second.
Discussion
The present study explored detection performance for instantaneous positive and negative speed changes of drifting Gabor patches at 0°, 5°, 10°, and 15°eccentricity. Detection thresholds of the present study are in accordance with previous studies on instantaneous speed change detection (Haarmeier & Thier, 2006; Hick, 1950; Hohnsbein & Mateeff, 2002; Notterman & Page, 1957; Schmerler, 1976; Snowden & Braddick, 1991; Werkhoven, Snippe, & Toet, 1992) . However, the present study elaborates on two specific questions which have not yet been unequivocally answered: the systematic comparison of acceleration and deceleration detection, and the influence of visual field eccentricity on detection thresholds. Our results show that under foveal viewing conditions, average detection thresholds were lower for accelerations than for decelerations. Likewise, RTs were found to be significantly shorter for positive than for negative speed changes of the same amplitude, indicating that foveally, acceleration detection is superior to deceleration detection. An inverse relation was found in the periphery of the visual field: while thresholds for acceleration detection were found to increase, those for deceleration detection decreased over the same range of eccentricities. At 10°and 15°e ccentricity, average thresholds were markedly higher for acceleration than for deceleration detection, and RTs were faster for negative than for positive speed changes with amplitudes near detection threshold. However, for change amplitudes much larger than threshold, positive speed changes were still detected more reliably and faster than negative speed changes of the same magnitude.
Comparing foveal and near-foveal acceleration and deceleration detection
Comparing detection performance for positive and negative instantaneous speed changes, previous studies have revealed inconsistent results: Bex, Bedingham, and Hammett (1999) found a superior detection of accelerations over decelerations. Hick (1950) reported ''no marked difference'' between the detection of speed increments and decrements, although estimating average thresholds of 11.4% (range 9-16%) and 14.2% (range 9.6-20%), respectively. Likewise, Haarmeier and Thier (2006) found no significant differences between acceleration and deceleration detection in healthy controls when comparing speed change detection under conditions of pursuit eye movements and fixation (with speed changes occurring within 5°eccentricity). However, both increments and decrements in that study were defined with respect to the initial speed, resulting in actually larger negative speed change amplitudes as compared to those that would have been obtained by defining them with reference to the lower of the two speeds (cf. ''error of the standard'', Schmerler, 1976) . This fact raises the possibility that acceleration detection might have been superior in their study, too. The only study addressing the question of positive versus negative speed change detection with stationary stimuli found exactly opposing results, claiming that speed decrements can be easier detected than speed increments (Hohnsbein & Mateeff, 2002) . These authors used random dot patterns at 4°e ccentricity and added 100 ms increment or decrement pulses to reference speeds of 8, 16, 24, and 32 deg/s. As in the former study, however, speed increments and decrements were defined with reference to the initial speed, not to the lower of the two speeds. Redefining deceleration amplitudes against the lower speed allowed for re-calculation of deceleration thresholds using the data for the ''horizontal aperture'' as provided in Fig. 1 of their publication. In fact, the resulting thresholds for deceleration detection are about 43%, 27%, 22%, and 19% speed change, actually being very similar to those for acceleration detection (about 35%, 25%, 22%, and 20%) except at the lowest reference speed of 8 deg/s, where acceleration is superior to deceleration. Comparing these results to the findings of our study using a base speed of 3 deg/s, the data suggest that for low reference speeds, accelerations might be easier to detect than decelerations within about 5°eccentricity. Additional experiments are needed to systematically compare detection performance over an extended range of reference speeds. Notably, both electrophysiological (Nover, Anderson, & DeAngelis, 2005) and psychophysical (Orban, De Wolf, & Maes, 1984 ) studies on speed discrimination have shown that motion processing is degraded at low speeds, suggesting that the asymmetrical findings on acceleration and deceleration detection might be a characteristic feature of low reference speeds.
Speed change detection in peripheral vision
The second main finding of our study was that speed change detection differs in the periphery of the visual field. As shown by our last experiment at 10°eccentricity, both the observed bias in speed change detection and the reductions in perceived speed are not a constant, inherent property of peripheral motion processing, but results of a mechanism that evolves over time. Specifically, superior deceleration detection and shifts of MPCs towards small positive speed changes did not occur before 750 ms base speed duration. Notably, reductions of perceived speed are also a defining characteristic of adaptation in the motion domain, together with improvements of differential sensitivity around an adapting speed (Clifford & Wenderoth, 1999; Krekelberg, van Wezel, & Albright, 2006) . In fact, evidence for the latter was obtained by analyzing both detection thresholds and RTs, demonstrating that detection performance improves substantially within the first 500 ms of motion (and to a lesser degree at even longer durations up to 1.25 s). In the following, we therefore suggest the hypothesis that an adaptational process interfered with peripheral speed change detection.
An influence of adaptation on speed perception has been suggested by previous studies reporting both (exponential) reductions in perceived speed and concurrent improvements of differential sensitivity (Bex, Bedingham, & Hammett, 1999; Clifford & Langley, 1996; Clifford & Wenderoth, 1999; Goldstein, 1957; Hietanen, Crowder, & Ibbotson, 2008; Kristjansson, 2001 ), although it is important to note that stimuli in these experiments were shown for prolonged viewing times in order to induce adaptation. However, similar findings using shorter presentation times have been obtained by others: First, substantial reductions in threshold within 500 ms have been reported for speed discrimination of temporally contiguous stimuli (Mateeff et al., 2000) ; second, perceptual decelerations have been shown to occur within about 500 ms for constantly moving stimuli (Runeson, 1974) ; and third, physical accelerations in the same temporal window are needed to create the perception of constant motion (Runeson, 1974) . Hence, the existing literature and the clear dependency of detection thresholds on initial presentation time as shown in our study suggest that adaptation may interfere with speed change detection.
Following our hypothesis, differences in thresholds and MPCs between foveal and peripheral speed change detection raise the question whether adaptational processes differ between fovea and periphery. In fact, previous psychophysical results have pointed towards such eccentricity-dependent differences in adaptational strength. On the one hand, peripheral speed discrimination performance was found to be only as good as foveal performance when increasingly higher reference speeds were applied (McKee & Nakayama, 1984; Orban et al., 1985) . On the other hand, it was shown that identical physical speeds appear to be slower in the periphery, and that increasingly higher physical speeds were required to have the same perceived motion as a foveal stimulus (Johnston & Wright, 1986; Tynan & Sekuler, 1982) . These findings are generally related to the ecology of motion: During locomotion, i.e. during walking or driving, optic flow contains higher local speeds in the periphery than in central parts of the visual field (Gibson, 1950) , and eccentricity-dependent reductions in perceived speed are considered a means to achieve a homogeneous speed percept during locomotion (Johnston & Wright, 1986) . We argue that stronger and faster adaptation mechanisms in the periphery of the visual field might account for the perceptual changes reported in the previous psychophysical literature as well as for the effects observed in our own study. Indeed, Hunzelmann and Spillmann (1984) have shown that at eccentricities between 30°and 70°, shorter and shorter durations are needed to perceive a rotating stimulus to stop. Investigating the strength of the motion aftereffect (MAE) at different retinal locations, Wright (1986) has revealed that higher physical speeds are required to null perceived MAEs in peripheral than in central parts of the visual field. In a study on flicker adaptation, Anstis (1996) has shown that adaptation gets markedly stronger and faster between 1°and 16°, and especially beyond 8°eccentricity. Notably, this effect was pronounced when stimuli of constant size were applied at all eccentricities, as we did in the present experiment. Moreover, eccentricity-dependent differences in adaptational strength have been shown in a recent study exploring the increase of shape aftereffects in the periphery of the visual field (Gheorghiu et al., 2011) .
Finally, our results suggest that peripheral adaptational processes evolve rapidly over time. However, regarding the argument that eccentricity-dependent reductions of perceived speed adjust speed perception across the visual field (Johnston & Wright, 1986) , it may be worth asking why such a neuronal mechanism should depend on time instead of being constantly implemented. The best answer to this is that even in the periphery of the visual field abrupt local motion onsets require estimation of exact physical speed, as e.g. for computation of saccades or pursuit eye movements. Short-term eccentricity-dependent adaptation would allow for both veridical speed estimation following rapid local motion onsets and homogeneous speed perception during optical flow. Notably, speed change detection in the present study was only tested on the horizontal meridian with a single motion direction. If an eccentricity-dependent adaptation mechanism indeed serves to adjust speed perception during locomotion (Johnston & Wright, 1986) , one might hypothesize that it is stronger for radial motion directions seen during optic flow. A dependence on motion axis has indeed been demonstrated by Calderone and Kaiser (1989) , who found acceleration and deceleration detection to be superior for vertical and horizontal motion, respectively. Considering that motion sensitivity has also been shown to be higher for contracting than for expanding optic flow (Edwards & Ibbotson, 2007) , it would be interesting to investigate eccentricity-dependent adaptational processes more systematically across the entire visual field and using different motion directions relative to the visual field center.
A qualitative model to explain characteristics of eccentricitydependent speed change detection
As a somewhat surprising result of our study, we have shown an inverse relation of acceleration and deceleration detection for peripheral as compared to foveal and near-foveal vision. Whereas detection thresholds are lower for decelerations in the periphery, acceleration detection remains superior to deceleration detection for suprathreshold speed changes. In the following, we expand the idea of a short-term eccentricity-dependent adaptational process and propose a physiologically plausible mechanism to explain these findings. As a central feature of this mechanism, adaptation does not equally affect the neuronal representation of the entire speed range, but to a larger extent a limited range of speeds around the adapting reference speed. In order to facilitate understanding, Fig. 8 provides an example of this mechanism based on the results at 10°eccentricity. First, adaptation affects the neuronal representation at base speed, causing small positive speed changes to be perceived as constant motion (Fig. 8, 5% change) . Second, adaptation-induced reductions of perceived speed add to decelerations and subtract from accelerations for final speeds around the reference speed, explaining both higher detection rates and shorter RTs for negative than for positive speed changes of the same amplitude (Fig. 8, 25% change) . Third, large speed changes remain essentially unaffected by adaptation, resulting in a more or less veridical speed perception with similar detection rates and RTs for positive and negative speed changes (Fig. 8, 50% change) .
Are there any experimental data supporting the central assumption of a differential effect depending on the ratio between adapting and final speed? In fact, previous psychophysical studies have shown that motion adaptation depends critically on the relation of adapting speed and the speed of a subsequent test stimulus. In a systematic investigation (on a timescale of several seconds adaptation), perceived speed was shown to be reduced at test speeds around or below the adapting speed, to be veridical when test speeds were higher than adapting speeds, and to be increased when test speeds were more than twice as high as the adapting speed (Hammett et al., 2005; Thompson, 1981) . In another study, motion adaptation improved speed discrimination for reference speeds at the adaptation level, but not for any other reference speed that was at least half or twice as fast as the adaptation speed (Krekelberg, van Wezel, & Albright, 2006 As mentioned before, adaptation might as well lead to an increase of perceived speed for speeds much higher than the adapting speed (Hammett et al., 2005) , presumably facilitating acceleration detection.
Neurophysiological implications
As a final part of our discussion, we address the question whether our psychophysical results as well as their interpretation are in agreement with what we know from neurophysiological experiments. We focus on three issues: first, the presumed neuronal substrate of motion adaptation; second, its proposed shortterm time scale; and third, its eccentricity-dependence. With regards to the neuronal substrate, perceptual effects of prolonged motion adaptation have been consistently attributed to mechanisms at the stage of V1: In psychophysical studies, reductions of perceived speed have been shown to transfer interocularly, indicating at least a cortical locus of motion adaptation (Cohen, 1965; Hunzelmann & Spillmann, 1984) . Johnston and Wright (1986) have demonstrated that perceived speed scales inversely with the mean receptive field size of V1 neurons. Clifford and Wenderoth (1999) found that improvements in differential sensitivity by adaptation can be induced solely by temporal flicker without any net motion direction, which would be required to activate motion sensitive neurons beyond V1, specifically in area MT. In electrophysiological experiments, time constants of reductions in firing rate of V1 neurons have been shown to be similar to those of perceptual effects of adaptation (Giaschi et al., 1993; Vautin & Berkley, 1977) . Moreover, adaptation has been shown to be specific for subparts of receptive fields in MT neurons, pointing towards adaptation before area MT, most likely in V1 (Kohn & Movshon, 2003) . Interestingly, most published psychophysical studies on motion adaptation (including the present) have used grating stimuli, which contain just a single spatial frequency. As such, they activate only specific subpopulations of V1 neurons and thus appear optimal to induce adaptation in this area. In fact, both psychophysical studies (Cameron, Baker, & Boulton, 1992) and electrophysiological experiments in V1 (Maffei, Fiorentini, & Bisti, 1973) have shown that adaptation is spatial frequency selective.
With respect to the time scale of motion adaptation, most studies have described effects for long adapting periods of several seconds (Giaschi et al., 1993; Kohn & Movshon, 2003; Maffei, Fiorentini, & Bisti, 1973) . However, there is also evidence of motion adaptation at shorter timescales of a few hundred milliseconds, and two different brain areas have been proposed to contribute to this. Adaptation within 100 ms was first shown in area MT, where neuronal responses were found to be markedly attenuated for the second of two subsequent motion pulses (Lisberger & Movshon, 1999) . In a systematic evaluation, this short-term motion adaptation was shown to be direction specific , and to transfer its effect between different subparts of the receptive field of MT neurons (Priebe, Churchland, & Lisberger, 2002) . These findings indicate that short-term motion adaptation reflects a mechanism within the neuronal circuitry of area MT. However, evidence for a different brain area has been obtained in a recent study on rapid motion adaptation (Glasser et al., 2011) . This study found perceptual and neurophysiological MAEs that lasted a few hundred milliseconds after motion pulses as short as 50 ms. These effects occurred at even subliminal motion pulses and were shown to be selective for spatial frequency and components of plaid stimuli, indicating an adaptation mechanism in V1. Glasser et al. (2011) argued that this different finding might not be a matter of timescales, but a matter of stimuli: whereas evidence for short-term adaptation in area MT had been obtained with random dot patterns (which contain a broad spectrum of spatial frequencies), rapid adaptation in V1 was found for grating stimuli. In fact, electrophysiological studies using stationary gratings have recently discovered that adaptation affects orientation tuning and inter-neuronal correlations in V1 on the timescale of visual fixation, i.e. within a few hundred milliseconds (Dragoi et al., 2002; Gutnisky & Dragoi, 2008) . Although rapid adaptation to moving stimuli has never been directly investigated in area V1, the amount of psychophysical and electrophysiological evidence nevertheless suggests that motion adaptation in the present study may reflect a mechanism at this stage.
In addition to shorter timescales, the present study has also shown adaptation to be stronger in the periphery than in foveal parts of the visual field. Specifically, this effect was found using stimuli with exactly the same speed, spatial frequency and size at all eccentricities tested. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge none of these stimulus dimensions has ever been examined systematically in their relation to the strength or temporal dynamics of adaptation. In electrophysiological studies, stimuli are typically adjusted to the preferred tuning characteristics and the receptive field size of a neuron, and results are pooled across all neurons regardless of the eccentricity of their receptive field (Giaschi et al., 1993; Kohn & Movshon, 2003; van Wezel & Britten, 2002; Vautin & Berkley, 1977) . However, one might speculate that the strength of adaptation is determined by how optimally a stimulus can drive neurons in V1. For stimulus speed, Orban, Kennedy, and Bullier (1986) have shown that V1 neurons have higher preferred speeds in peripheral than in central parts of the visual field. Accordingly, the low speeds of the present study might have been suboptimal stimuli in the periphery. For spatial frequency, electrophysiological studies have found that preferred spatial frequencies are lower in the periphery than in central parts of the visual field, mainly due to a loss of sensitivity to high spatial frequencies (De Valois, Albrecht, & Thorell, 1982; Foster et al., 1985; Schiller, Finlay, & Volman, 1976 ). Yet, a spatial frequency of 1 cyc/deg as used in the present study does not reach the sensitivity limits within 20°e ccentricity (Schiller, Finlay, & Volman, 1976) , and is unlikely to cause marked differences in neuronal activity. For stimulus size, results of the present study appear to be in conflict with electrophysiological findings on surround inhibition in V1 neurons (Allman, Miezin, & McGuiness, 1985) . Considering that receptive fields are smaller in the center of the visual field (Dow et al., 1981) , stimuli of fixed size should cover a larger area outside the classical receptive field, inducing stronger and not weaker suppression of neuronal activity. However, Cavanaugh, Bair, and Movshon (2002) have shown that such an inference might be too simple. Specifically, stimulus size was found to differentially affect the amplitude and the temporal dynamics of neuronal responses: stimuli at or smaller than receptive field size induced larger but more transient responses, and larger stimuli induced lower but more sustained responses. Moreover, Wissig and Kohn (2012) have recently reported that adaptation in V1 can have more complex effects (including response facilitation or shifts in tuning) depending on the specific center-surround stimulation. In any case, the results of the present study indicate that both rapid and eccentricity dependent motion adaptation in V1 are an interesting and open topic for future electrophysiological experiments.
In conclusion, to fully account for psychophysical performance in the periphery of the visual field, the present study suggests interference by short-term eccentricity-dependent motion adaptation. We have shown that many previous results provide support for this notion, but future experiments are necessary to systematically investigate such an eccentricity-dependent mechanism, both at the perceptual and the physiological level.
